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Abstract 
The old problem of counting lattice points in euclidean spheres leads to use Jacobi theta 
functions and its relatives as generating functions. Important lattices (root systems, the Leech 
lattice) can be constructed from algebraic odes and analogies between codes and lattices have 
been extensively studied by coding theorists and number theorists alike. In this dictionary, the 
MacWilliams formula is the finite analog of the Poisson formula. 
The new problem of counting lattice points in spheres for the L 1 distance leads to hyperbolic 
trigonometric functions. The same analogy exists but the L 1 counterpart ofthe Poisson formula 
is missing. The MacWilliams formula leads to such a duality formula for those lattices which 
are constructed from codes via Construction A. A connection with Ehrart enumerative theory 
of polytopes i pointed out. Both problems have important applications in multidimensional 
vector quantization. 
1. Introduction 
An n-dimensional lattice A. is defined as a set of vectors 
A. = {X6 ~"[ X =uxal +... +u.a,}, 
where al ... . .  a. are linearly independent vectors in m-dimensional real Euclidean 
space ~" with m>>,n, and Ul . . . . .  u. are in 7/. A classical problem in Number Theory 
[2, 5], which is also relevant in Information Theory [6, 9], is to estimate the number of 
lattice points contained in spheres of given radius. The generating function associated 
to that counting problem is the classical theta function of the lattice. This function is 
easily computed when there is a coding-theoretic construction of the lattice, and when 
the weight enumerator of the code is known [2]. More than just computing devices, 
codes are really analogs of lattices according to Table 1. 
Motivated by vector quantizing applications [1], we replace the usual euclidean 
norm (L 2) by the L 1 norm defined with respect o the canonical basis of ~" and usual 
spheres by spheres for that norm which are polytopes known as cross-polytopes or
hyperocthahedra. The analog of the theta function is a new function (the 'nu' function) 
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Table 1 
F~ R ~ 
Hamming distance 
Hamming balls 
Weight enumerator 
Dual code 
MacWilliams identity 
Euclidean distance 
Euclidean spheres 
Theta function 
Dual lattice 
Poisson-Jacobi formula 
which turns out to be rational for all lattices constructed from codes. In fact, we prove, 
using Ehart's enumerative theory of Polytopes [3, 8], that the nu function of a full 
rank sublattice of the integers is always a rational function. Its denominator is
determined by the generator matrix of the lattice. A point of Table 1 which does not 
carry over is the duality (last line: there is no known equivalent of the Poisson-Jacobi 
formula for the nu function). 
The paper is organized as follows. After reviewing the analogy between codes and 
lattices in Section 2, we develop the pyramidal theory in Section 3. In that section we 
derive the generating functions associated with the problem of counting lattice points 
for pyramids. In particular we treat root systems Dn, Ea. A few numerical results are 
presented in Section 4. We highlight differences, in particular the noninvariance of 
pyramids by rotations of R~, and the absence of a Poisson summation formula 
(Section 3.3). The connection with Ehrart enumerative theory of Polytopes is 
developed in Section 5. 
2. Theta functions of lattices 
2.1. Lattices 
The theta function of a lattice A is defined as the formal power series: 
04= ~ q Ilxlr2, 
x~A 
where l[ x I[ 2 =x .  x, the squared standard euclidean orm. In words the coefficient 
Nm of qm2 in 04 (q) counts the number of lattice points at distance m from the origin in 
R n. The classical Jacobi theta function is 
-t-oo 
O(~IZ) = ~ e 2mi~+~tizm2. 
m=-oo  
The sum converges for Im(z)>0 (the so-called Poincar6 upper half-plane). It is 
classical to set q = e niz. For us, q will be, however, an indeterminate. Special instances 
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of this formula which will be of use here are 
-t-ao 
03(q)=6)(OIz)= ~ q,2, 
the theta function of 77, and 
+oo 
(q)=e~iz /4  0 rCZ Z = 
If we extend the definition of theta functions from lattices to cosets of lattices we see 
that 02z +l(q)= 02 (q4). It will also be noticed that 02z (q)= 03 (q4). Finally, we will also 
need the relation 
04 (q) = 03 (q4) _ 02 (q4), 
where 
as well as the simpler 
03(q) = 03 (q4) + 02 (q4), 
which follows from the coset decomposition 7/= 27/+(2Z + 1). 
(1) 
(2) 
2.2. Algebraic codes 
For ~ a binary linear code of length n will be a linear subspace H:~ coordinatized 
w.r.t, a special basis of ~:~. The weight of a binary vector u, henceforth denoted by l ul is 
the number of its nonzero coordinates on this basis. The weight enumerator fa code 
C is defined as 
Wctx, y)= Y~ x.-MUtyl.I. 
u6C 
We denote by I C[ the cardinality of C. For more details on block codes we refer to [2]. 
2.3. Construction A
The most simple way to associate a lattice with a code is construction A. 
A(C):= { (xl ..... x,)~21"'] 3c~C, x=c (mod(2))}. 
Then the following result is classical [2, Theorem 3, Ch. 7]. 
OA (C) = WC (03 (q4), 02 (q4)). 
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Denoting by U. the universe code U:~, we see that Wv,(x,y)=(x+y)", and that 
A(U.)=Z", so that 
0z. (q) = (03 (q4) + 02 (q4)). = 03 (q)", 
(by Eq. (2)) which was to be expected by the product rule for ordinary generating 
functions ince Z" is a cartesian product. 
The root lattice D. (dubbed checkerboard lattice in [2] is defined as follows: 
D.={(xx . . . . .  x,)~Z" ~ xi---0mod(2)}. 
i=1 
Clearly, D.=A(EW.), where EW. is the even weight code of dimension -1 .  Its 
weight enumerator collects the even powers of y in the w.e. of U.. 
WEw.(x, y)=½ ((x + y)"+(x-y)"). 
By Eqs. (1) and (2) we see that 
1 ~0 " ,n+ 0o.(q)=~ t 3tq) O+(q)"). 
A slightly more advanced example is obtained for the root lattice E8 which is 
produced by construction A applied to the Hamming code H8 of length 8 of weight 
enumerator 
Wn8 = x 8 + 14x+y + + yS. 
This yields Eq. (101) of Ch. 4 of [-2]. 
0E8 = 02 (q)8 + 14 02 (q)+ 03 (q)+ + 03 (q)S. 
2.4. Construction B 
Construction B of [2] is defined as follows. Let C denote a binary linear code with 
weights multiple of 4. (Such a code is usually called 'doubly even'). With this code 
construction B associates a lattice B(C) by the formula 
B(C):={(xl ..... x.)~7]"13c~C,x=c(mod(2))& ,=0 ~ x'-=0 (m°d(4)) }" 
The following result is classical Ch. 7, [2, Theorem 15]. 
08(0 (q) = ½ Wc (03 (q4), 02 (q+)) + ½ 04 (q+)". 
2.5. Poisson and MacWilliams 
The dual of a code C is its dual w.r:t to the standard inner product x. y = Y,,".= 1 x~y+, 
and is usually denoted by C 1. The celebrated MacWilliams formula connects the w.e. 
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of a code with w.e. of its orthogonal. 
wcl (x,y)=~c I wc(x+y, x-y). 
The dual of a lattice A is defined w.rA. the same inner product as 
A* = {x~"IVy~A, x. yEY_ }. 
The Poisson formula connects the theta function of a lattice with the theta function of 
its dual. We denote by ILl the elementary volume of the lattice L. Letting q= e zi=, 
we have 
OL.(eniz)=lLl ( ~ )"/z OL(e-(irt)/z). 
Construction A behave nicely w.r.t, duality 
A (C)* = ½ A (C l ), (3) 
Indeed one could derive the MacWilliams formula from the Poisson formula by using 
relation (3) and construction A. 
3. The nu function of lattices 
n rl For x e R", let I[ x I I I=Z i= l['xil, and I[ x I1 = ~/~ i:  11 xll 2. For a lattice A, we define its 
function nu by the relation 
-{-ao 
VA(Z)= ~ zllYlI'= ~ z"]{y6A: IlY'll,=n}l. 
yeA n=O 
Note the analogies and differences with the definition of the theta function [2] 
q-zo 
OA(q)= ~_, qllYlll= ~ q,,2l{y6A: Ilyll =n}l. 
),~A n=O 
Caution. Unlike the euclidean norm, the norm IIll 1 depends on the chosen ortho- 
gonal basis. Different bases may yield different functions VA for the same lattice A. An 
example of this situation will be given for A = E8, where construction A and construc- 
tion B yield different nu functions. 
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3.1. Easy examples: 7/, 2Z and Z" 
First we start with dimension 1, where the well-known uniform quantifier (lattice 7J) 
has nu function 
+go 
2z 1 +z  
v~(z)=l +2 z"=l  + 1--z 1 -z  
n=|  
a geometric series. The lattice of even integers has nu function (by scaling) 
1 +z 2 V2Z(Z)= E z211ylh =Vz(z2)-- 
1 --2 2, y~Z 
and the set of odd integers, which is a coset of the preceding into 7/(by difference) 
2z 
v l+2z(z )=vz(z ) -v2z(z )= l - z2"  
Since the cubic lattice is a cartesian product of n linear lattices, we get 
. 
Since D. consists of those vectors of Y" whose L1 norm is even, we see that its nu 
function is the even part of vz.(z) that is 
vo. (z) = ½ (vr  (z) + vz. ( - z)). 
3.2. Connection with block codes 
The next result generalizes to the L 1 metric Theorem 3 of Ch. 7 of [-2]. 
Theorem 1. Let C be a binary linear block code with weight enumerator Wc(x, y). Then 
VA~c) = Wc(v2~_(z), vl +zz(z)) = Wc(1 +z 2, 2z)(1-z2) -". 
Alternatively, for an indeterminate ~, we have 
VAtc)(tanh(1))=W(cosh(~t),sinh(o~)). 
Proof. Let ceC and let ~ denote the following lattice: 
{yeY_"ly-cmod(2)}. 
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Then A(C) is a disjoint union of such ~ for c~C. This entails 
Vatc)= ~" ve(q). 
cEC 
To compute ach summand, observe that ? is a cartesian product (2Y) n- Icl (1 + 27/)1,'1. 
Therefore, 
,-I,'1 (q) vll,lq+ 2el (q)" re(q) = vl2~ 
The result follows. [] 
Let R,:= {0, 1} denote the repetition code. Clearly Wg, (x, y)= x" + y". From the 
dual of the repetition code, which is EW., we get vD=½(ve.(z)+v~.(--z)), as was 
expected from Section 3.1. The dual code yields the v function of the dual lattice. 
VD* = 2 (( 1 + 2Z) n + 2 n z")/(2 - 222  }n. 
From the Hamming code of length 8, we get 
yEs(z) = l,(1 + z2) 8 + 224z 4(1 + z2) 4 + 256z8]/(1 - zZ) 8 
= 1 + 16z z + 352z 4 + 3376z 6+ 19648z 8+ 82256z 1° + O(z 11). 
Applying the complex variable techniques of [4] yields the following asymptotic 
estimate (a more elementary and more tedious proof can be obtained by partial 
fraction expansion). 
Corollary 1. 
m n 
I-z.,] va(c)(Z)l_z ICl ~ .  
Proof. From Theorem 1 we see that VAtc)(Z) has a singularity in z= 1 where it is 
equivalent o ICI/(1-z)", since W being homogeneous W(2,2)=2". Now the 
term in z" in 1/( l -z)"  is ,+.,-1). ( .,-1 The result follows by the transfer theorems of 
Flajolet-Odlyzko [-4]. [] 
Since the volume of the elementary parallelotope of A(C) is 2"/I C l, and the volume 
of the unit L ~ sphere is 2"In!, Corollary 1 says that the number of lattice points at L 1 
distance m from the origin is asymptotically equivalent to the volume of the L 1 sphere 
of radius m divided by the volume of the lattice. This intuitive relation between the 
volume of convex bodies and the number of lattice points they contain is known as 
'Gauss counting principle' 1,5]. 
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Theorem 2. Let C be a doubly even binary code of length n, and weight enumerator IV. 
The nu function of the lattice B(C) is 
( ) l+,z 2 2Z +2\  1+Z2 VB(c)(Z)=½ W 1--Z 2, l - z  z 
Proof. Let f(q,  a) denote the bivariate generating function 
(V4Z (q) + av4~_ + 2 ( q) ) n-Icl (V4~ + 1 (q) + av4~ - 1 (q))lcl. 
We claim that, with the notations of the proof of Theorem 1, we have 
ve(q) = ½ ( f (q ,  1) +f(q ,  - 1)). 
Since Vae+l (q)=v4~-i (q), the only contribution o f f (q , -  1)comes from the term in 
[cl =0. Then the values of Va•(q) and Va:~+2(q) are easily computed by scaling from the 
values of vl2~ / and vl2z+l I calculated in Section 4.1. The result follows. 
To prove the claim, let c~B(C) and ye?  and let Ni, i= 0, _ 1,2, denote the number 
of coordinates of y congruent o i mod4. Since I cl is a multiple of 4 we see that 
N l+N_ l=0mod(4) .  From there it follows that the sum ZiYi,  which is 
NI .+2Nz-N_~,  is congruent o 0modulo4, as it should in construction B, iff 
N2 + N_ a is even. But this latter term is obtained by summing up the even terms in 
a inf(q,a). [] 
We are indebted to Dr. Sloane for the L 2 version of this proof. 
Applied to the code Rs this theorem yields a different result for the nu function 
of E8. 
1 (1 "+'Z2) 8 +256z s 1 (1 --Z2) 8 
v~8(z)= 2 O~z~ +2 (1 +z2) ~ - 1 + 128z4 + 2944z 8 + 1024z 1° + O (z12). 
This could be expected from asymptotic onsiderations since we have by [4]. 
Corollary 2. 
V~c)(Z) ICI m" 
[z'] 1 -z  2 n!" 
Proof. From Theorem 2 we see that Vnto(q)/(1 -q )  has a singularity at z = i where it is 
equivalent to ]C]/2(1 -q)"  ÷ 1, since W(2, 2)= 2". The rest is analogous to the proof of 
Corollary 1. [] 
This shows that if a lattice can be constructed both by constructions A and B, they 
will yield different orientations, and, in addition, orientation B will have half as many 
points in pyramids, which is interesting in quantizing applications. 
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3.3. Nu functions of  dual lattices 
There is no known analog of the Poisson-Jacobi formula. The combination of 
MacWilliams formula and of relation (3) for construction A leads to the following 
conjecture, which holds true for lattices of the type A(C). 
Conjecture 1. Let the parameters ~ and/~ be connected by the relation e -~= tanh(~), 
and let L be a lattice. The functions vL and vL* satisfy the identity 
2" /2vL* ( tanh2(~) )= lL l ( s inh(2 f l ) ) " /Zv1~(tanh(~) ) .  
The relation between ~ and/3 is indeed symmetric: e 2"=tanh(/~). 
4. Numer ica l  examples  
In the following tables the second line indicates the number of lattice points within 
a pyramid of height m. The fourth line indicates the number of lattice points within 
a sphere of radius m. In all examples the pyramids of sufficiently large radius present 
much fewer lattice points than the euclidean spheres of the same radius. In the case of 
cubic lattices this can be paralleled with the fact that the volume of the unit n-sphere is 
2"/2/F(n/2+ 1), whereas the volume of the unit n-pyramid is 2"/n!, which is much 
smaller for large n. All calculations were performed in MAPLE on a DEC 5000. 
4.1. Plane cubic lattice 772 
Table 2 
I n  
[z'] v(z)/il -z) 
m 2 
[q,23 O(q)/(l - q) 
1 2 3 4 
5 t3 25 41 
1 4 9 16 
5 13 25 5t 
4.2. Cubic lattice in dimension 3." 7/3 
Table 3 
m 
[z"] v(z)/(1 - z) 
m 2 
[q'2]O(q)/(l--q) 
1 2 3 4 5 
7 25 63 129 231 
1 4 9 16 25 
7 27 90 224 482 
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Note that the surpopulat ion of spheres as compared to pyramids tarts earlier (m = 2) 
than in the preceding example. 
4.3. Lattice D4 
Table 4 
m 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
[z'] v(z)/(1 -z)  1 33 33 225 225 833 833 2241 
m 2 1 4 9 16 25 36 49 64 
[q,.2] O(q)/(1 --q) 1 49 149 605 1435 3307 5659 9979 
4.4. Lattice F8 
Note the factor 100 between the two entries for m=4.  
Table 5 
m 1 2 3 4 
[z m] v(z)/(1 -z)  1 129 129 3073 
m 2 1 4 9 16 
[q"2]O(q)/(1-q) 1 2401 26641 340321 
5. Nu functions of sublattices of 7/" 
In this section, we shall show that the function v(z) of a full rank sublattice of 72" is 
always a rat ional  function. We shall rely on a result of Ehrart  [8, Theorem 4.6.25], and 
will assume some famil iarity with polytopes. 
Lemma 1. Let ~ denote a convex rational polytope of R", with vertex set V and let 
p, .= lm~c~ 7/"I. Then 
E pmz m P(z) 
,.~>o =I-Ia~v (1 __ zd(a)), 
where d(a) is the smallest integer q such that qa~7/". Further, deg(P)<~a~v d(a). 
Let H ,  denote the n-dimensional octahedron, namely 
/4.={x~"l IIx/l~l}. 
Alternatively, H ,  can be thought of as the convex hull of the 2n vectors + ei, where ei, 
i=  1, 2 . . . . .  n is the canonical  basis. By the multipl icative property of the L 1 norm, for 
an x of g~", we have [I x Jl i ~<m iff x~m~. We are now in a posit ion to state the main 
result of this section. 
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Theorem 3. Let A ~_ 7/" be a lattice with generating matrix A of full rank. Let a~, 
i= 1 . . . . .  n be the rows of A -  1. Then 
P(z) 
vA(z) = lqT= 1 (1 _?(a,)), 
where P~7/IX] and deg(P)~<~7= 1 d(ai). In particular, the roots of the denominator are 
complex N th roots of unity with N=]det(A)l. Further 1 is a pole of order n and there is 
no pole of hi#her order. 
Proof. By definition of the nu function, we have 
[z '3 v~ (z) 
1--z =[mH"c~AI=[mH"A-l  c~7/"]" 
Now, let ~- -H ,A -  1, with vectors of H,  considered as row vectors. Like H,, the body 
is a convex rational polytope with vertices + ei A-  1. By Cramer's rule d(ai) divides 
det(A). The result follows by the preceding lemma. [] 
As an immediate application of the theorem, we can recover part of Theorem 1. In 
construction A it is known [2] that, if C has dimension k, and binary generating 
matrix (lk[B), then a generating matrix of A(C) is 
It is then easy to see that for this matrix d(a~)= 2 for every i. This is consistent with 
Theorem 1 where the expression (1-z2)" was found for the denominator of nu. It 
would be nice to have a combinatorial interpretation of the numerator in the general 
case. In view of Gauss counting principle and of the results of the preceding section it 
is natural to make the following objecture. 
Conjecture 2. Let A _~ 7/" be a lattice with generating matrix of full rank A. Then, 
when z is near 1 
VA(Z) 2" 
1--Z J det (A) [ (1-- z) "+1" 
In particular, if P(1)#0, then P(1)=2". Equivalently, for large m we have 
vA (z) 2" m" [ z ' ]  
l - z  [det(A)[n! "
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